A Century of Laffer-Ascher Syndrome
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Abstract

Laffer-Ascher syndrome is characterized by double lips, blepharochalasis, and nontoxic thyroid enlargement. The syndrome was first described in 1923 and several case reports have been published thereafter. We illustrate the syndrome through a case of a 46-year-old woman who presented with both upper and lower double lips and blepharochalasis, and review the literature published. Thyroid involvement is the most inconsistent feature of the syndrome complex described in reported cases.
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Introduction

Ascher syndrome or Laffer-Ascher syndrome is a rare, benign disorder characterized by a triad of blepharochalasis, double-upper lip, and nontoxic enlargement of the thyroid gland. The clinical characteristics are so intelligible that diagnosis is unchallenging in most cases. Over a century from now, when the combination of blepharochalasis and the double lip was first reported by Laffer in 1909, and since 1921 when this syndrome was named by Wave, nearly 100 case reports have been published globally in English and other languages.1,2 However, there is an ambiguity about the number of cases reported globally so far, the name of this syndrome, and the prevalence of clinical characteristics that are largely based on published individual cases. Few case reports have assigned a diagnosis of Ascher syndrome in the absence of the clinical signs suggestive of blepharochalasis or anomalous lips.3 Here, we describe the clinical presentation, surgical management, and histopathological aspects of an adult patient with blepharochalasis and double lips involving both lips, and review the literature to clear up the ambiguity.

Case Report

A 46-year-old woman presented with complaints of drooping of her both upper eyelids for the past few years, which gradually progressed. On gross examination, she had bilateral blepharochalasis, more prominent on the right side, and both upper and lower lips were thick and prominent (Fig. 1A). The patient informed that the thickening of the lips started nearly 20 years back and gradually progressed. The onset of blepharochalasis was much later, starting almost 14 years after lip thickening, and initially, it was episodic and resolved spontaneously to recur. There was no history of taking any medications known to cause eyelid swelling or urticaria. Patient denied any use of mascaras or eye shadows. There was no family history of similar complaints. The rest of the ocular examination, including visual acuity, ocular movements, pupil reaction, and systemic examination, was normal. Based on dual findings of blepharochalasis and prominent lips, a provisional diagnosis of Laffer-Ascher syndrome was made. The patient was investigated for nontoxic enlargement of the thyroid gland by ultrasonography and thyroid profile, both of which were...
normal. Other laboratory investigations, including renal function tests, were in the normal range. The patient was informed about surgical reduction of thickened lips tissue and correction of lid skin and was evaluated by a team comprising of an ophthalmologist and plastic surgeon. Single sitting blepharoplasty and lip debulking by double elliptical excision was done under general anesthesia and tissue was sent for histopathology. Histopathological examination revealed a normal epidermis with the loose dermis and dilated vessels along with perifollicular inflammatory infiltrates (►Fig. 2A) and decrease the density of elastin in the reticular dermis (►Fig. 2B), consistent with a diagnosis of Laffer-Ascher syndrome. The postoperative period was uneventful with marked cosmetic improvement in blepharochalasis and double lip after 2 months (►Fig. 1B).

Discussion

Historical Perspective

A combination of blepharochalasis with double lip was first reported by Laffer in 1909. Over a decade later, Ascher reported nontoxic enlargement of thyroid along with blepharochalasis and double lip. In 1921, Weve reported a case of double lip in association with blepharochalasis and named it Ascher syndrome. Some of the publications have addressed this combination of findings as Laffer-Ascher syndrome also.

Natural Course

The syndrome most often affects lids first and later involvement of lips occurs. The lid involvement preceded in 15 (36%) case reports, lip involvement in 12 (27%), and involvement was simultaneous in 8 (19%) cases. In our patient, it was lip

Fig. 1 (A) Preoperative photograph of a patient showing double lips and blepharochalasis. (B) Postoperative photograph.

Fig. 2 (A) Normal epidermis with loose dermis and dilated vessels along with perifollicular inflammatory infiltrates (hematoxylin and eosin [H&E] 40 X). (B) Decreased density of elastin in reticular dermis (H&E 40 X).
Blepharochalasis

Blepharochalasis is characterized by recurrent, self-limiting episodes of painless eyelid edema that results in atrophy of periorbital skin and boggy eyelids. This needs to be differentiated from dermatochalasis as the clinical manifestation of painless, sagging of eyelid skin may mimic blepharochalasis. The dermatochalasis is an involutional change with redundant skin, contrarily underlying the blepharochalasis is recurrent edema of eyelids, and more often seen in adolescents. In absence of characteristic history, the clinical remembrance may make differentiation difficult, especially in elderly patients. In this review of 42 case reports, 24 (57%) patients were aged below 20 years. What is essentially required to make a diagnosis of blepharochalasis is the history of recurring edema of the eyelids. We noticed such history in 11 (26%) case reports, whereas another 6 (14%) mentioned it as progressive edema and in the rest 25 (60%) the onset was not mentioned. In our case initially, lid edema was episodic but then lid changes became progressive and permanent.

The episodes of eyelid edema in the early stage may be misdiagnosed as hereditary angioedema. Episodes of lid edema in blepharochalasis subside spontaneously to recur and does not respond to oral therapy with antihistaminic or steroid drug. Recurrent episodes of eyelid edema produce chronic changes that are often described as three clinically distinct stages.

What triggers eyelid edema in most cases is not known, but in a few cases, it has been correlated with some trigger such as a premenstrual period or exposure to Sun.

Double Lips

The upper lip mucosa has two transverse zones during development: the outer cutaneous (pars glabrosa) and inner mucosal (paras villosa) zones. In double lip, a tissue duplication occurs between the pars glabrosa and the pars villosa, which is more striking when patients smile. Therefore, the terminology “double lip” seems to be inappropriate because the excessive tissue is in pars villosa. In its original description also, Laffer described the upper lip as swollen particularly on its buccal side. The upper lip is affected in most cases, though rarely the lower lip or both lips may be affected. The excessive tissue (or double lip) may be either congenital or acquired. The congenital form is thought to result from the persistence of the horizontal sulcus that separates the pars villosa and pars glabra at the 70 mm stage of fetal lip. The acquired form is most often described with Laffer-Ascher syndrome, though the exact underlying etiology is not elucidated. In case described by Eisenstodt, the boy suffered a blow on the back of his head at the age of 7 years and subsequently suffered several episodes of eyelid edema until the age of 13 years when a double lip also appeared. Alvis extensively reviewed the literature on blepharochalasis published until 1935 and mentioned 23 cases of blepharochalasis with double lip, including 17 cases by Ascher alone. Blepharochalasis alone in the absence of double lips has been described as forme fruste of Ascher syndrome.

Thyroid Involvement

Ascher described thyroid enlargement in at least three cases of several described by him. The discussions of published case reports put nontoxic thyroid involvement in 10 to 50% of cases. In our review of literature for case reports published in the English language, for which full text was accessible, the nontoxic thyroid involvement was seen in 14% (6/42) cases only. One case report had myxoedema associated with blepharochalasis and double lip in a 70-year-old female patient. The nontoxic goiter is thyroid gland enlargement not associated with any inflammation, neoplasia, or disturbance in thyroid function and may occur due to many causes including physiological goiter of puberty. Most cases described by Ascher were aged in their teens. Among six cases we found during the literature review with nontoxic goiter, two were in their early teens and the other four were adults. Some of the case reports in which thyroid involvement was not observed described the syndrome complex as a form fruste of Ascher syndrome. It is no clear whether the presence of thyroid enlargement is a constant or a necessary feature for diagnosis. Is enlarged thyroid an anecdotal finding or share a common pathological process yet not known? Nontoxic goiter may be autoimmune in origin also, but autoimmune thyroid diseases often have thyroid dysfunction. Eigel speculated that edema in these cases resulted from endocrine disturbances. Antithyroid antibodies were tested negative in two case reports and positive in one. The thyroid involvement may occur even years after the appearance of blepharochalasis and double lip.

Embryonic Basis

Do the structures affected in Laffer-Ascher syndrome have any embryonic linkage is not known. These structures are developed from the neural crest and mesoderm between weeks 6 and 9. The upper eyelid is developed from the frontonasal process derived from the neural crest and the lower eyelid is developed from the maxillary process. The upper lip is developed from the maxillary processes, the lateral nasal prominences and the intermaxillary segment, and the lower lip from the mandibular process. The maxillary and mandibular processes are derived from the first pharyngeal arch. The thyroid gland cells are derived from the fourth and fifth pharyngeal pouch.

Histopathological Changes

Histopathological changes seen in Laffer-Ascher syndrome characteristically affect mucosal elastic tissue. The changes described include epidermal thinning with increased pigmentation in the basal layer, nonspecific inflammatory cells infiltration with dilatation of blood vessels in the dermis, and a decrease in elastic tissue. The reduced density of the elastin fibers in the papillary and reticular dermis suggestive of dermal elastolysis is characteristic.
Management
Treatement is offered for functional and cosmetic reasons. Characteristic changes of lips and eyelids are often the cause of social embarrassment.3,15,33,34 Nonsurgical treatment modalities that have been tried include oral prednisolone, antihistaminic, and dapson. Oral antihistaminic or prednisolone therapy is not useful in resolving lid edema.6,7,13 Dapson has been tried unsuccessfully to delay the onset of the syndrome.35 Cosmetic blepharoplasty is done for eyelids correction, which involves excision of redundant skin leaving 10 mm margins.36 The timing of surgery may be detrimental in relapse of blepharochalasis and should be avoided until the eyelid edema subsides.37 The accessory lip excision is done by elliptical excision under general anesthesia with primary wound closure.7,22,23 Recurrence has not been reported after surgical intervention, though the maximum follow-up period in published cases was up to 1 year.13,17,33,34

Conclusion
This review of the literature highlighted that there is a lack of consensus regarding terminology and clinical criteria for the diagnosis of Laffer-Ascher syndrome or Ascher syndrome. Should the terminology be restricted to clinical triad of blepharochalasis, double lips, and nongoiter thyroid involvement? Also, understanding about the pathogenesis of various manifestations and their genetic or developmental basis needs further studies.
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